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Physiography and Late Quaternary-Holocene Processes of Northeastern Gulf of Mexico Outer Continental Shelf off Mississippi and Alabama

JAMES V. GARDNER, PETER DARTNELL, KENNETH J. SULAK, BRIAN CALDER, AND LAURENT HELLEQUIN

High-resolution multibeam mapping of the mid- and outer continental shelf and upper slope off Mississippi and Alabama reveals a complex bathymetry that reflects conditions during the last eustatic rise and the present high stand of sea level. The most prominent bathymetric features are pinnacles and hardgrounds that are scattered throughout the area. These features generally stand <10 m above the surrounding seafloor, cover large areas, and display a variety of morphologies. Almost all the reef pinnacles and hardgrounds have zones of high acoustic backscatter on their summits and on the seafloor immediately adjacent to their southwest walls. In addition, they also have erosional moats on the seafloor to the southwest. Large fields of bedforms are scattered throughout the mapped area. The asymmetries and orientations of the bedforms suggest that they were formed by excursions of the northeast-flowing Loop Current. In contrast, the pervasive ponding of sediment on the northeast sides of bathymetric highs indicates that one of the predominant directions of sediment transport has been to the south and southwest. The shelf break is a zone of numerous landslides of various sizes and complexities. The morphology of several landslide scars indicates that some of the failures occurred recently. One large reef-capped salt dome was mapped in the area, surrounded by a large field of pockmarks. Fields of pockmarks are also scattered on the shelf. The growth and demise of the reefs are related to the fluctuating transgression of eustatic sea level during the last deglaciation. Two episodes of reef drowning are correlated with the increased rates of sea-level rise during documented melt-water pulses; the first occurred from 14.8 to 14.2 ka and the second from 11.8 to 11.2 ka. Rates of sea-level rise exceeded the maximum growth rate of hermatypic corals only during these two intervals since the last glacial maximum and thus drowned the coral communities.

The outer continental shelf of the northeastern Gulf of Mexico south of Mississippi and Alabama (Fig. 1) is an area of intense use, principally by energy companies and commercial fishing. Concerns arose during the 1980s and 1990s about anthropogenic effects on the habitats that support benthic fish communities in this area. This region contains known deep-water reefs that provide fish havens, key spawning sites, and habitats for early larval and juvenile stages of economically important sport/food fishes. In addition, deep-water reefs function as a key source of repopulation of already heavily affected inshore reefs. However, it is not known to what extent the shelf physiography interacts with and possibly controls biological differentiation because the shelf bathymetry is so poorly known (Schroeder et al., 1997). Consequently, a major research effort was launched in the early 1990s to map this portion of the outer continental shelf principally by use of conventional 100-kHz sidescan sonar (Laswell et al., 1990; Sager et al., 1999) and a 72-kHz bathymetric sidescan sonar system called TAMU² (Hilde et al., 1991). Subsequently, new technologies emerged during the mid-1990s that allowed the generation of much more quantitative views of the seafloor bathymetry than the older systems. In particular, high-resolution multibeam echosounders (MBES) now available can generate geodetic-quality bathymetry as well as coregistered and precisely georeferenced calibrated acoustic backscatter (Hughes Clarke, 1996; Gardner et al., 1999, 2000a).

The purpose of this paper is to provide the first detailed quantitative description of the geomorphology of the outer shelf and upper slope south of Mississippi and Alabama derived from high-resolution MBES mapping surveys conducted in 2000 and to discuss the late Quaternary and Holocene processes that are reflected in the geomorphology.
Previous Studies

Ludwick and Walton (1957) published the first reconnaissance survey of the geomorphology of the outer shelf in the study area. They used seismic-reflection profiling and discovered what they termed “pinnacles,” features that rise several meters above an otherwise flat outer shelf. Ludwick (1964) expanded the earlier study to include an investigation of the sediments on the entire northeastern Gulf of Mexico shelf. The pinnacles were interpreted as early transgressive bioherms that grew vertically as sea level rose (Ludwick and Walton, 1957; Ludwick, 1964). These studies generated little but academic interest until the 1980s, when environmental concerns began to focus research on these features. Laswell et al. (1991, 1994) mapped the area with conventional sidescan sonar and a high-frequency subbottom profiler. They identified and mapped the distribution of reef-like mounds, ridges, and pockmarks. Hardgrounds and pinnacles have also been described on the inner shelf (Schroeder et al., 1988; Fleischer and Schroeder, 1998). Sager et al. (1992) correlated the control of bioherm growth with the last eustatic transgression as initially proposed by Ludwick and Walton (1957). McBride and Byrnes (1995) presented a detailed bathymetric map based on historical bathymetric data from NOAA and discussed the morphology of the area interpreted from these data. Several studies have described the shallow acoustic stratigraphy of the area (Kindinger, 1988, 1989; Laswell et al., 1991; Sager et al., 1999).

Description of Multibeam Systems

The sidescan sonars (SSS) used during the late 1980s and early 1990s (Laswell et al., 1991, 1994) provided the first views of the geomorphology of the seafloor in the pinnacles area, but these systems have several disadvantages with respect to MBES systems for accurately mapping the seafloor. The disadvantages fall into four categories: lack of accurate bathymetric data, poor georeferencing, absence of the ability to calibrate backscatter, and geometric problems with aspect ratio. A conventional SSS signal contains bathymetric information only at nadir and as the presence of bathymetric highs and lows as revealed by zones of shadows (i.e., no data). The SSS displays and/or digitizes the received energy as a simple time series of seafloor returns to the transducer. The first return is recorded first, regardless of where on the seafloor it has come from, then the second return, and so on to form a narrow stripe of returns perpendicular to the ship track. This scheme works reasonably well on a flat seafloor where sequential returns are progressively farther from the ship track, but if the seafloor has relief, then the sidescan representation incorporates geometric errors in feature locations because the sequence of returns no longer fits the time-distance progression. The seafloor relief need not be more than a few meters for significant geometric misrepresentations to occur. The misrepresentations are exacerbated by a procedure commonly used in conventional SSS of “correcting” slant range to ground range by simple geometry that uses the height of the sidescan fish above the seafloor as one side of a right triangle and assumes that the slant range is the straight line hypotenuse to a flat seafloor. This procedure omits corrections for both seafloor relief and the curved acoustic raypaths caused by changes in water-column sound speed.

Accurate georeferencing requires the determination of a precise latitude and longitude for each data pixel in the sidescan record. Accurate determination of pixel location is made extremely difficult with a conventional SSS because the sonar sensor is typically towed an estimated range and azimuth behind the ship and the sonar typically has no motion sensors to determine pitch, roll, and yaw. Consequently, at best, the position of the fish is estimated with an unknown precision. The assignment of georeferencing to each pixel leads to ambiguities that introduce undetermined errors, especially at high resolutions.

Given the lack of calibrated acoustic backscatter, any given sediment facies can have a wide range of backscatter levels, and the backscatter levels from any given facies can, and typically do, dynamically change throughout the SSS survey. The conventional SSS of the 1980s and 1990s constantly scaled the amplitude of the received acoustic energy by an automatic gain control (AGC) so as to maximize the dynamic range of the received signals to the full dynamic range of the sonar-recording system, which in a digital system is typically 12 bits/sample. The recorded dynamic range was then reduced to 4 or 8 bits for graphical display. However, because the AGC scaling was not logged; the actual acoustic energy of the received signal for a given sediment facies and the relative acoustic backscatter energies could not be compared between facies. In addition, the energy level of the outgoing pulse was not recorded, so that the received energy could
not be referenced to the transmitted energy. This prevented the determination of the relationship between transmitted and received source levels so that the responses of different SSS systems could not be compared over the same piece of seafloor.

The fourth problem with conventional SSS, especially before the 1990s, is that the transmit and record rates are fixed but the distance traveled during the receive cycle constantly varies. Until the late 1990s, navigation was not accurate enough to precisely determine the distance covered during each receive cycle. This results in variable data density and an aspect ratio that can be, depending on survey speed, as large as 3:1 (footprint length along track vs. footprint length across track). This aspect ratio distorts the image geometry of features on the seafloor. The method typically used to partially correct aspect ratio was to replicate a swath of pixels in the along-track direction to generate a square footprint.

The studies of the area in the late 1980s and early 1990s recognized problems that accompany conventional sidescan sonars, and later studies used the bathymetric sidescan sonar TAMU² to map small areas in the study area (CSA and TAMU, 1999). There is very little published information about TAMU², but the system did provide both acoustic backscatter and bathymetry data (see examples of TAMU² data over pinnacles of the outer shelf in Fig. 2). For comparison, the same area shown in Figure 2 was extracted from the high-resolution MBES data and is shown in Figure 3. Notice that the aspect ratio of the images in Figures 2 and 3 are different. This is a result of poor georeferencing of the TAMU² data, as discussed above. Also notice the poor correlation in pattern and backscatter level of the TAMU² backscatter data (Fig. 2A) with that of the multibeam data (Fig. 3A), although the frequencies are similar. One difference is that the TAMU² backscatter is uncalibrated, whereas the MBES backscatter is calibrated. These examples are in no way meant to criticize the earlier studies; they are shown simply to demonstrate the improvement in technology that occurred with the introduction of high-resolution MBES with calibrated signals, inertial motion sensors, navigation, and high-speed computers. In fact, the systems used in studies by Sager et al. (1992) were remarkably successful at locating and describing many of the major features on this outer shelf and slope.

A detailed description of high-resolution MBES mapping systems can be found in Hughes Clarke et al. (1996) and Gardner et al. (2000). Two high-resolution MBES systems were used in this study. Each multibeam system included an inertial motion sensor, a dual differential global positioning system (GPS) navigation system, and a water-column sound-velocity profiler. Most of the area was mapped with a Kongsberg Simrad EM1002 MBES. The EM1002 system operates at frequencies of 98 kHz (inner ±50° swath centered at nadir) and 95 kHz (the outer ±20°). The system transmits a narrow along-track, wide across-track pulse and then receives backscattered energy from 111 2° × 2° receive apertures that are distributed across track. Some of the area was mapped with a Kongsberg Simrad EM1000 MBES that operates at a 95-kHz frequency and uses 60 receive apertures. Digital GPS-aided inertial navigation was used for both cruises resulting in position accuracies of all the bathymetric soundings to within ±1 m, and depth accuracies of 0.05% of the water depth for both systems. Each of the ~500 million bathymetric soundings has a corresponding coregistered acoustic-backscatter-energy level calibrated to the energy of the transmitted pulse at 1 m out from the transducer.

**Regional Setting**

The study area includes the middle and outer continental shelf and uppermost continental slope south of Alabama and Mississippi, directly east of the Mississippi Delta and immediately west of the head of De Soto Canyon (Fig. 1). The mapped area lies immediately east of the Lower Cretaceous shelf break, which defines the eastern boundary of the northern Gulf of Mexico salt province (Martin, 1978; Diegal et al., 1995). In general, the shelf is a relatively broad, smooth, surface that gently slopes seaward from the coast to the 40-m isobath with a gradient that ranges from 0.51° immediately east of the Mississippi River outlet to a gradient of 0.03° at its broadest due south of Mississippi. The shelf gradient steepens at the 40-m isobath to gradients that range from

---

Fig. 1. Digital bathymetric map of the continental shelf (data from http://www.navo.navy.mil/ngli). Contour interval 10 m to 150-m isobath, then 50 m beyond. Pinnacles area outlined. Landslides labeled LS (see text for discussion).
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Fig. 2. Examples of TAMU² data from an area of the outer shelf. (A) Backscatter data: light tones are high backscatter, and (B) colored shaded relief of same area. Notice the rectilinear shapes and track-parallel orientation (the black gaps) of the positive-relief features in the bathymetry. See Figure 4 for location. Data courtesy of Texas A&M University.
~0.03° to 1.2° from the 40- to the 90-m isobath. The shelf break is an abrupt transition from shelf gradients to upper-slope gradients that range from 0.53° to >5°. The shelf break has been modified by a series of broad reentrants that have more gentle transitions between the outer shelf and upper slope.

Surficial sands blanket most of the mid and outer shelf and represent transgressive fluvial sediment deposited during last eustatic rise (Ludwick, 1964). Fine-grained silt and clay have been transported to the shelf in this area by the Mississippi River to the west and, to lesser degrees, by the Pascagoula, Mobile, Pearl, and Apalachicola Rivers to the north (Mazzullo and Bates, 1985). Fine quartz sand has also been supplied by these rivers, but the sands are a mixture derived from two distinctly different provinces; the central continental United States (via the Mississippi River) and the Appalachian Mountains (via rivers to the east; Mazzullo and Bates, 1985). A zone of calcareous muds occurs along the outermost shelf and includes a narrow belt of reef and interreef carbonates (Ludwick, 1964). McBride and Byrnes (1995) described three shelf-margin lobes that they relate to low-sand fluvial systems, two of which are described in greater detail by Sager et al. (1999). The later study concluded that one delta was deposited during a eustatic regression and the other during the succeeding transgression.

The oceanic circulation in the area is dominated by periodic eddies off the anticyclonic Loop Current that flows along the continental slope south of the study area and by seasonal cyclones that progress north and northwestward through this part of the northeastern Gulf of Mexico. Although the main core of the Loop Current is south of the study area, the seafloor has been influenced by periodic excursions of the current and its eddies (Vokovich, 1988). Surface current speeds as fast as 60 cm/sec have been observed on the slope between the Mississippi Delta and De Soto Canyon (Molinari and Mayer, 1982). Periodic hurricanes pass through the area generating cyclonic northeasterly wind >100 knots that have the potential for significant influence on the surficial sediments in the study area.

**Outer Shelf Bathymetry**

The area mapped (Fig. 1) covers ~50% of the outer shelf between the Mississippi River delta to the west and De Soto Canyon to the east. The MBES survey resulted in two maps of the outer shelf and upper slope, a detailed bathymetric map, and a coregistered acoustic-backscatter map (Figs. 4 and 5, respectively). The bathymetry of the outer shelf is complex, including areas of scattered pinnacles and hardgrounds, some of which rise >10 m above the surrounding seafloor; large fields of bedforms; scars, and ridges, some with >5 m of relief; a salt dome; large tracts of pockmarks; and shelf-edge landslide scars and slumps.

**Pinnacles and hardgrounds.**—The outer shelf in this region is called "the Pinnacles Area," following Ludwick and Walton (1957), who discovered, mapped, and sampled a belt of calcareous reefs with several meters of relief. Similar deep-water reefs have been described elsewhere on the outer shelf of the northern Gulf of Mexico (Trowbridge, 1930; Shepard, 1937; Carsey, 1950; Gealy, 1955; Parker and Curray, 1955; Sager et al., 1992; Benson et al., 1997; Gardner et al., 1999). Pinnacles, or more properly, reef pinnacles, are easily identified in the MBES data as relatively small, isolated bathymetric highs with very high acoustic backscatter (~18 to ~21 dB) (Fig. 6). The term "hardgrounds," following the usage by Schroeder et al. (1988), is used here for a seafloor feature with a hard or indurated surface, regardless of origin or relief. Hardgrounds typically appear on the MBES data as slightly elevated regions (up to several meters of relief) with very high backscatter (~18 to ~23 dB) relative to the surrounding seafloor (~28 to ~31 dB) (Fig. 6). There is a gradation between a pinnacle and a hardground that ranges from a single small pinnacle (type 1) to a group, sometimes coalesced, sometimes solitary, of relatively large flat-topped pinnacles (type 2), to a smooth-topped, relatively high hardgrounds (type 3) to a rough-topped, relatively low hardgrounds (type 4) (Fig. 6). Sediment has ponded on the northeast side of most hardgrounds producing a pronounced, steep, step down of >1 m toward the southwest. In addition, most pinnacles of type 1, 2, and 3 have a seafloor depression, typically ~1 m deep, immediately to their southwest. A few hardgrounds appear to be completely buried by a thin veneer of sediment. Because pinnacles and hardgrounds commonly occur associated with one another, they have been mapped as a single unit (Fig. 7). Pinnacles and hardgrounds are found throughout the mapped area, and are concentrated between the 65- and 125-m isobaths. In addition, pinnacles and hardgrounds are more common in the eastern half of the area, where they occur in shallower depths. Groups of pinnacles and hardgrounds...
commonly trend parallel to isobaths (as observed by Sager et al., 1992), but several groups occur with no apparent relation to bathymetric trends. Pinnacles associated with hardgrounds more commonly occur on the margin than on the middle of the hardground, producing a rim effect. Only a few pinnacles rise 10 m above the hardground surfaces.

Sager et al. (1992) presented two sidescan-sonar images of what they identified as “patch reef” and “reef-like mound” (called here “hardground”). Figure 8 is the MBES bathymetry and acoustic backscatter from the area of one of their images. The MBES images show a clear difference between a patch reef (type 4) and a reeflike mound (types 2 and 3). A typical patch reef is composed of a very rough area composed of hundreds to thousands of small (<2 m high) pinnacles per square kilometer. The small pinnacles cover several tens of square kilometers and are scattered over the area between the 50- and 100-m isobath. By comparison, a hardground typically is a slightly elevated platform that can vary in area from small (<0.2 km²) to large (>50 km²), with groups of pinnacles that rise from the platform surface. However, the distinction may be arbitrary because patch reefs may simply be hardgrounds that are buried by a thin veneer of sediment.

The summits of all hardgrounds and pinnacles have high backscatter and, in addition, the seafloor immediately southwest of the southwestern wall of all hardgrounds and most relatively large pinnacles also display high backscatter (−18 to −30 dB) (Fig. 9). The depressions, or moats, on the seafloor southwest of the hardgrounds and pinnacles are mantled by high backscatter (>−23 dB) material (Fig. 9).

Bedforms.—Extensive fields of sediment bedforms are found in the northeastern and north-central portions of the mapped area and smaller fields are found scattered throughout the area (Fig. 10). All of the bedforms fall within the dune classification of Ashley (1990). The bedforms group into four types on the basis of bedform geometry.

A large field of sinuous-crested asymmetric bedforms (Fig. 11A) occurs in the north-central part of the area. The trends of the bedforms range from N40W to N80W, with wave heights that range from 70 to 100 cm and wavelengths that range from 200 to 400 m. The stoss sides of the bedforms face southwest. The crest of each bedform has higher backscatter (−29 dB) than the adjacent the trough (−32 dB). This bedform field covers at least 100 km² of shelf and may extend much farther to the north outside the study area. An area of enigmatic depressions is associated with this bedform field (Fig. 11B). The depressions are 2–5 m deep and have horizontal dimensions of hundreds of meters wide and long, with west faces consistently steeper (2.2° to >3°) than their east faces (1.2°–2°). The long axes of the depressions trend about N20W, slightly oblique to the adjacent bedform trends.

Straight-crested symmetrical bedforms group into two classes on the basis of wavelength. Straight-crested symmetrical bedforms with wavelengths >100 m (Fig. 11C) are located directly south of the large field of asymmetrical bedforms. These have wave heights of up to 0.5 m, and their crest orientations are north-south, roughly perpendicular to the isobaths. This field covers ~24 km² of the shelf. There is no acoustic-backscatter difference between trough and crest on these bedforms. Another type of straight-crested symmetrical bedforms occurs in the eastern portion of the mapped area. These bedforms have wavelengths <100 m and wave heights <0.5 m (Fig. 11D). This field covers ~42 km² of seafloor. These bedforms also have no acoustic-backscatter difference between trough and crest.

Fields of straight-crested, asymmetrical (stoss side facing northwest) bedforms occur in the eastern portion of the mapped area. These bedform types only occur on the south and southwest side of hardgrounds and pinnacles, have very straight to slightly curved crests that trend N20E for several kilometers, and have very high acoustic backscatter (−25 dB) on the crests and low backscatter (−31 dB) in the troughs. These bedforms have wavelengths ~100 m and wave heights ~0.5 m.

Ridges.—A prominent ridge occurs in the middle of the mapped area that roughly follows the 65-m isobath for 20 km, then jumps to the 69-m isobath and follows it for an additional 18 km (Fig. 12). The ridge was interpreted by

Fig. 3. Examples of Simrad EM1002 MBES data from same area as shown in Figure 2. (A) Backscatter image with same convention as Figure 2. (B) Shaded relief: notice that the seafloor features are much better resolved and lack the rectilinear artifacts seen in Figure 2. See Figure 4 for location.
Sager et al. (1992) as a submerged lithified low-stand barrier island or longshore bar. The ridge rises as much as 8 m above the surrounding seafloor. Close-up views of the ridge show that it is composed of a series of ridges and swales that make up a 350- to 400-m-wide feature (Fig. 13). The seafloor to the north and northeast of the ridge is consistently ~4 m shallower than the seafloor to the south and southwest. As with the pinnacles and hardgrounds, a 1- to 2-m deep moat parallels the ridge on its south side (profile in Fig. 12). The ridge and a 500-m wide zone on the seafloor immediately to the southwest have higher backscatter values of (~26 dB) compared with the ridge (~32 dB). The continuity of the ridge is broken only where it makes a major change in trend where it breaks up into a zone of pinnacles and hardgrounds (Fig. 13A).

Salt domes.—One piercement salt dome is found in the western-most mapped area (Fig. 12). This salt dome was previously mapped with a narrowbeam echosounder by Gittings et
al. (1990). The salt dome is capped by an extensive reef and has a moat around its base, and a pockmark field immediately to the north (Fig. 14). The salt dome is slightly elliptical in plan, with a north-south diameter of 1.6 km and an east-west diameter of 1.4 km. There is a 300-m long spur on the north side that projects from the base of the dome. The sides of the dome are smooth and convex in profile. The salt dome rises ~60-m above the seafloor with an additional 20-m thick reef constructed on its summit. A 10-m deep, 200- to 500-m wide moat surrounds the base of the dome with a 40-m wide, 1-m deep outlet channel that leads from the southwest edge of the moat and can be followed downslope for >8 km.

Pockmarks.—Fields of pockmarks related to gas and/or fluid expulsion are found scattered throughout the western half of the mapped outer shelf and upper slope (Fig. 12). These features are identical to the pockmarks described by Hovland and Judd (1988) in their classic work. Individual pockmarks vary in size up to ~20 m in diameter at their upper rim and ~1 m deep with a typical pockmark density of 10 pocks per 1000 m² (Fig. 15). The occurrence of pockmarks is not surprising because of the extensive deposits of oil and gas found in this region, but we were unable to locate published references detailing their distribution.

Landslides and slumps.—At least eight large landslides and landslide scars occur along the shelf break (Fig. 1). The landslide scars are identified by a change in shelf-break gradient that coincides with a reentrant in the trend of the shelf break. The landslide scars range in size from <3 km to >18 km across and have cut back the slope by as much as 8 km. One example of a landslide scar (Laswell et al., 1990) is located at 29°18.4′N, 87°47.5′W (LS1 in Fig. 1; Fig. 16). The head of this scar is 2.9 km across, and the failure surface is 2.6 km long. The landslide removed a 15-m thick sediment mass, which indicates that 0.05–0.1 km³ of sediment has been displaced. The floor of the failure scar is very irregular, with large blocks scattered on the surface and a drainage
pattern that was established after the failure. The presence of large blocks was confirmed with remotely operated vehicle video runs (R.V. Tommy Munro cruise USGS 2001-01). The acoustic backscatter from the floor of the scar differs little from that of the surrounding upper slope. The southern boundary of the high-resolution MBES data occurs just below the landslide scar where a 100-m wide, 4-m deep channel leads out of the scar, trending south. The high-resolution MBES data were merged with available NOAA digital bathymetry (NOAA, 1998) to reveal the full extent of the channel (Fig. 16B).

A prominent landslide scar is found just below the shelf break along a 14-km section of the uppermost slope (LS2 in Fig. 1, Fig. 17A). The landslide scar is ~600 m wide and 10 m deep, which indicates ~8.4 × 10^4 m^3 of sediment was transported downslope from this area. A series of five bathymetric highs that strike perpendicular to the slope occur 2 km east of the western terminus of the failure. The bathymetric highs are up to 800 m long, rise as much as 5 m above the slope, and have 2- to 3-m deep moats on their western sides (Fig. 17), with backscatter values of ~25 dB, compared with the surrounding seafloor values of ~30 dB.

A series of large failures occurs immediately downslope of landslide LS2. The largest one (Fig. 18A) is 7 km along shelf, 3 km across shelf, and has ~2 m of relief, representing ~4.2 × 10^4 m^3 of displaced sediment. This feature has higher acoustic backscatter (~21 dB) than the surrounding nondisturbed areas (~26 dB) (Fig. 18B). The feature appears to be a slump (Fig. 18C) that possibly represents material transported from the shelf-edge landslide.

Another series of five large slumps occurs along an 8-km long zone of the upper slope, 11 km east of the large slump (LS3 in Fig. 1, Fig. 19). These slumps vary in size from 1.5 to 2.0 km wide and ~1.5 km long, with ~10 m of relief. Each slump has a pronounced 3- to 4-m deep moat on its southwest margin. A striking linear double-furrow scar bisects the westernmost of these slumps and abruptly terminates on its southeast side. The double-furrow scar trends N45E for >6.5 km in an extremely straight course with furrows 1–2 m deep. The slumps may represent debris transported by the shelf-edge landslides. The southwestern-
most slump looks the freshest of the four and has the highest backscatter (-21.8 dB). The sharpness of bathymetric detail and backscatter level decrease with distance to the northeast, suggesting an age progression from northeast to southwest.

A large reentrant in the shelf on the western end of the mapped area may also be two coalesced landslide scars. The reentrant occurs along the shelf break, but its physiography is very different from the scars described above. This scar (LS2 in Fig. 1), has a broad, smooth floor that is 24 km across and has cut 8 km back into the shelf. The eastern border of the
reentrant coincides with the trend of the Lower Cretaceous shelf (Martin, 1978; Diegal et al., 1995) and may represent a major structural trend through the area. However, if the reentrant is a landslide scar, then a sediment mass >100 m thick has been removed, which indicates that at least 19 km$^3$ of material may have been transported downslope over time. The acoustic backscatter within the reentrant is ~3 dB lower than that of the adjacent outer shelf. A salt dome (described above) rises from the center of this scar, apparently associated with the field of salt domes that occurs to the south in water depths of 1000–2000 m (Diegal et al., 1995). The lack of slide blocks, displaced sediment masses, and other associated landslide...
Fig. 10. Map showing distribution of bedforms types. BS, acoustic backscatter. See text for discussion.

Fig. 11. Shaded-relief maps of various classes of bedforms. (A) Sinuous-crested asymmetric bedforms, (B) enigmatic depressions, (C) large straight-crested symmetrical bedforms, and (D) small straight-crested symmetrical bedforms. All maps illuminated from 45° elevation, 315° azimuth.
features suggests that if this is a failure zone, then it has been considerably modified by subsequent sedimentation.

Channels and scours.—Small erosional channels and scours occur scattered throughout the area, in water depths from 45 to 200 m. The channels typically are small, disconnected to one another, and vary in width up to 200 m with \(<2\) m of relief. Scours invariably are depressions with one side steeper than the others. Typically, scours occur on the southwest side of pinnacles and some hardgrounds, although some scours are not associated with a bathymetric high. Scours are not confined to the continental shelf; they are found in water depths as deep as 200 m on the upper continental slope.

**DISCUSSION**

Features related to the transgression.—The present physiography of the outer shelf and slope is the result of a complex interplay of processes that have influenced this region since at least the last eustatic low stand. Samples from pinnacles contain few living hermatypic corals (Gittings et al., 1990; Sager et al., 1992) and rare calcareous algae (Ludwick and Walton, 1957), which suggests that the pinnacles are relict. From a sparse sampling, Sager et al. (1992) suggested that the depths of all the summits of the flat-topped reef-like mounds (hardgrounds) occur at the 66-m isobath and that all the flat-topped reeflike mounds might be concentrated between the 74- and 82-m isobaths. The MBES bathymetry shows the hardgrounds are found in a wide range of water depths (107–66 m), and there is no consistent depth to their top surfaces. Reef pinnacles are usually associated with hardgrounds, which underscores the tendency of corals to colonize on hard substrates rather than unconsolidated sediment. Those pinnacles that appear unrelated to hardgrounds may simply be cases where the hardgrounds have been buried by a blanket of post-lowstand sediment. Sager et al. (1992) suggested that the hardgrounds are patch reefs and that linear ridges represent cemented barrier islands and longshore bars. Ludwick and Walton (1957) correlated the development and growth of the pinnacles with the last eustatic sea-level transgression. Sager et al. (1992) speculated that the pinnacles may have grown during periods of faster eustatic rise and hardgrounds (what they termed “shallow mounds”) may have developed during a short sea-level stasis.
Fig. 13. Oblique views of shaded relief of two segments of ridge shown in inset of Figure 12. Contour interval 5 m, illumination from 45° elevation, 315° azimuth. See Figure 4 for location. Both views looking northeast.
More detailed sea-level curves for the last transgression (Fairbanks, 1989; Hanebuth et al., 2000) have been developed since the work of Sager et al. (1992), and these refined curves allow clear insight into the role of sea level change on reef development. The present depths of the bioherms are a key to the determination of the relationship between biohermal growth and eustatic sea level. The entire continental shelf was emergent during the last eustatic lowstand, which stood at about -115 m and lasted from ~25 to 19 ka (Fleming et al., 1998). The eustatic sea level did not rise smoothly; it was interrupted by two meltwater discharge pulses (MWP). The two meltwater pulses increased the rate of sea-level rise from ~5 to ~50 mm/yr during the period of 14.8–14.2 ka (MWP 1A) and to rates of ~35 mm/yr during the period of 11.8–11.2 ka (MWP 1B) (Fairbanks, 1989; Hanebuth et al., 2000). Healthy hermatypic corals can keep pace with sea-level rise up to ~10 mm/yr, but at faster rates they do not survive (Grigg and Epp, 1989).

Reconstructions of the physiography of the late Quaternary coastal zone that have used the MBES bathymetry and the latest sea-level curve (Hanebuth et al., 2000) show a direct correlation between biohermal growth style and sea-level rise. The area of the hardgrounds and pinnacles was subaerial at ~20 ka (Fig. 20A), and because the pinnacles and hardgrounds are composed of marine shells, they must be younger than 20 ka. The first stage of the transgression occurred from ~19 to 14.5 ka, when the initial rate of eustatic rise was ~5
Fig. 16. (A) Shaded relief map view of large landslide scar at shelf break (LS1 on Fig. 1). Note pinnacles and hardgrounds constructed out to the shelf edge, but not beyond. (B) Smaller scale view of color-coded shaded relief combining data from USGS cruise and existing publically available bathymetry. Note the continuation of the linear channel, as well as the levee, and seaward-facing scarps. Relief on scarp “a” is 35 m, and scarp “b” is 20 m.
mm/yr. Water depths of the outermost shelf would have been <15 m deep (Fig. 20B). The slow eustatic rate during this 4.5-ky period, transgressing from today’s 120 m to the 95-m isobath, probably would have promoted the development and lateral growth of reef platforms and hardgrounds, because the entire reef surface could have kept pace with the slow eustatic rise. Then, starting at 14.5 ka and lasting until 14.2 ka, MWP 1A, transgressing from today’s 95 m to the 87-m isobath, increased the eustatic rise to rates of ~50 mm/yr. Initially, reef pinnacles could have developed at this time, keeping pace with the rapidly rising photic zone. However, eventually the rapid eustatic rise caused by MWP 1A would have outpaced
vertical coral growth, and the reefs would have drowned. By the end of MWP 1A, the hardgrounds on the outermost shelf would have been at ~30 m depth, the maximum depth for most hermatypic corals (Grigg and Epp, 1989). Although the outermost shelf reefs were drowned during MWP 1A, the midshelf reefs had yet to be established because this area was still 5–10 m above sea level (Fig. 20C).

The rates of eustatic rise slowed to <10 mm/yr for 2,400 yr after MWP 1A. This was the period of establishment and growth of reefs and hardgrounds on the midshelf (Fig. 20C). Hardgrounds were well developed during this interval in northeastern part of the mapped area. The deeper portion of 69-m ridge was at the shoreline at 14 ka, and the ridge was only 8–13 m deep by the end of this period of slow
sea-level rise at 12 ka. The reef that sits on the summit of the salt dome in the western part of the mapped area probably began to form around 12.5 ka in water depths <5 m, when eustatic sea level was at today's ~60-m isobath.

The second melt-water pulse, MWP 1B, occurred between 11.8 and 11.2 ka and increased the rate of eustatic rise to ~35 mm/yr (Fairbanks, 1989). This increased rate of sea-level rise would have drowned reefs developed along today's 53–50-m isobaths, during the preceding period (Fig. 20D). By 11 ka, the entire study area was submerged by at least 5–10 m of water (Fig. 20E). Only a small portion in the northeast section would have been susceptible to reef growth, but there are no indications of hardgrounds or pinnacles in this area.

There are few obvious examples of subaerial features found on the shelf, other than possibly the remnants of channels found in the northern portion of the mapped area. Sager et al. (1992) suggested that the linear ridges are midtransgressive, cemented barrier islands or longshore bars and that the deeper hardgrounds are earlier transgressive bioherms. If the hardgrounds are products of the last low
Fig. 20. Reconstructions of position of sea level at (A) 20 and 14.5 ka, demonstrating conditions conducive to reef formation and growth on outermost shelf; (B) position of sea level at 14.5 and 14.0 ka, showing affect of first melt-water pulse; (C) position of sea level at 14.0 and 12.0 ka, showing conditions conducive to reef formation and growth on midshelf; and (D) reconstructions of position of sea level at 12.0 and 11.0 ka, showing affect of second melt-water pulse. Diagram in upper left of each panel is age vs. sea level curve (Hanebuth et al., 2000), with red circle showing position of sea level at age indicated.

stand, then they can only represent exhumed cemented surfaces from an older period because, as beaches, many of them would have stood 25 to 40 m above sea level during the low stand. However, if the hardgrounds are a succession of cemented barrier islands or longshore bars formed during the latest Quaternary transgression, then a fundamental question is why did some of these beaches become cemented whereas others did not? An alter-
Features related to the present eustatic high stand.— Most of the bedforms are asymmetrical with their stoss sides facing the southwest. This indicates that the bedforms are migrating to the northeast. However, the seafloor on the northeast side of almost all of the major features is consistently 3–5 m higher than the seafloor immediately to the southwest. This asymmetry suggests that the predominant sediment-transport direction over the duration of the eustatic high stand has been toward the south and southwest. Almost all of the pinnacles and hardgrounds, as well as the prominent ridge, have moats on their southwest side. In addition, all of the large pinnacles, hardgrounds, and the ridge have a very high backscatter zone restricted to their tops and southwest sides, which suggests the presence of different material on either side of
The features. The simplest explanation for these observations is that the bedforms are migrating under the influence of periodic excursions of the eastward-flowing Loop Current onto the shelf. The moats and high-backscatter zones suggest at least episodic aggressive bottom-water flow toward the southwest; turbulence generated by flow over the top of the features may have eroded the surface, swept eroded material off the bathymetric high, and created an erosional moat on the downstream side. The southwest direction of transport suggests that the extratropical cyclones (hurricanes) that pass through the northeast Gulf of Mexico must be the driving force for these erosion-related features. The hurricanes are intense low-pressure systems that generate very strong winds out of the northeast for several days at a time. It has been estimated that the average occurrence of hurricanes in this part of the Gulf of Mexico is 5–10 storms per year (Hayden, 1981). Although the erosion-related features could have initially been formed during the eustatic transgression, the features are fresh looking in the MBES data and lack the subdued morphology typical of relict features.

The shelf break has been modified by at least seven landslides. The causes of the landslides cannot be determined from the physiography alone, but several observations favor some mechanisms over others. The headwall of the landslide scar (LS1 in Fig. 1) is at the southern edge of a field of hardgrounds and pinnacles. The channel that leads away from the main landslide scar eventually evolves downslope into a broad area of failure. Two contradictory possibilities for the origin of the failure are suggested by these observations. The first possibility is that the failure was caused by sapping at the edge of the shelf. Although fields of pockmarks are found on the shelf and gas seepage is well documented in the Gulf of Mexico (for example, Bernard et al., 1976; Whelan et al., 1978; Brooks et al., 1979), there are no pockmarks in the vicinity of the shelf break nor in the areas of the shelf-edge landslides. Gas hydrates have been found in the northern Gulf of Mexico (Neurauter and Roberts, 1994; Neurauter and Bryant, 1989, 1990; Sassen et al., 1993, 1999; Milkov, 2000), although it is unlikely that the landslides are the result of a sublimate gas hydrate zone because the pressures and temperatures at the shelf break are not within the stability field that allows the formation of a hydrate. The second possibility is that an aquifer is exposed at the shelf edge and has discharged fluids that liquified the sediments of the shelf break, leading to failure. However, no freshwater discharge has been reported in the literature about this area. A third possibility is that the failure was caused by retrogressive failure initiated by failure lower on the slope (Fig. 16), and then successive upslope failures eroded up the slope to the shelf edge (Pratson and Coakley, 1996).
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